RAPID Release Note 4.4
15 Improvements At Your Fingertips

1. The actions menu has been rearranged in a manner that minimizes clicks.
All actions are now visible at first level and the User can easily navigate through them.

2. The Action windows now remain in place when scrolling down the monitoring part.
We have introduced a scrolling bar at Monitoring list level and another one at actions windows
level. Therefore, when scrolling down the Monitoring list, the action windows (Export, Highlights,
Doc Management, Filters) will remain in place.

3. A selected filtered list can now be dispatched (sent to a person) with one simple click
We have introduced a new button in the actions menu, “Share”. By clicking on “Share”, the User
can send multiple documents in one email. This button becomes active only when documents are
selected.

4. You now have the possibility to select the documents of one page (or an interval of pages) with
one click
With this new development, the User has the possibility to select the documents from one page
or an interval of pages. When hovering the mouse over the “i” icon, the User can find
instructions on what syntax can be used.

5. When coming back to a list from the detail page, you are now positioned again exactly where
you were before in the list.
When Users open a document from the list and then go back to the list, they will be redirected to
the same position and the last document they opened will be highlighted.

6. In list mode, you now can see the position number of documents from the list.
When scrolling up and down the monitoring list, the User can now see the position number of
documents in the list.

7. As a user, you now have multichoice for types of documents as well.
With this new development, the User can now select more options from the typology section
without being restricted to choosing “Al” or only 1 choice.

8. As a user, you now have a reset button in the filter section to reset all filters, but also reset
buttons at several levels in filters.
In the Filters section we have introduced this new functionality which offers Users the possibility
to bring all sections to default state individually or all at once. Next to the “Updates”, “Typology”,
“Categories” and “Sort Order” sections, we have introduced a new button and by clicking on it
the sections will be brought to default. Also, at the bottom of the page, next to “Apply”, there is
the “Reset all” button through which all the above menioned sections are brought to default.

9. As a user, you now can decide if you want to keep filters saved when logging out or not.
Users now have the possibility to keep the selected filters for when they are logging into RAPID
at a later time. To allow this, a new button, “Maintain Filters” has been added in the Filters
section.

10. The free text filtering window is now correctly labeled "filtering by keyword in title and
abstract"

11. The expression in "Filtering by keyword in title and abstract" is now highlighted in the text
After clicking on “Apply”, the word written in the “Filter by keyword in title and abstract” section
is highlighted in the list, in red and bold.

12. The small bar for Categories in the Filters selection is now broader.

13. You now have a new compact view for patents with the picture on the right side
In the “Views” section, the Users have access to a new view, the “Compact” one. This new view
has the main image displayed on the right side of the window.

14. As a reader, you now have a condensed view for NPL and patents
In the Super compact list, alongside the title, the User can see the Priority Date plus the Assignee
for Patents and the Publication Date plus the Source for NPL documents.

15. The email alerts now display the Source of the document as well.

